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Actions implemented to prevent and limit the spread of COVID-19 

 

March 19, 2020, Bucharest  

  

MedLife Medical System, the largest provider of private medical services in Romania, has implemented, 

from the first day of alert on limiting the spread of SARS-CoV-2 virus (Coronavirus) in Romania, a series of 
measures for the prevention and protectection of patients and medical and auxiliary staff, focusing on 
preventing factors that could pose a danger of infection to all those in medical facilities. 

In all MedLife units, the methodology of monitoring the acute respiratory system was implemented, and 

currently, the company ensures a good continuity of the medical activity. Epidemiological triage of patients 

through call-centers and medical teams, special circuits for patients with acute respiratory pathology, 
adapting consultation intervals to increase patient safety (allocation of time needed for desinfection of 

spaces after interaction with each patient), creation of special places for isolation of suspected cases of 
infectious diseases, the provision of protective equipment and disinfectant products, as well as the 

development of complex procedures of cleaning, disinfection and nebulization are only part of the important 
measures that have been taken and that the special medical teams follow and manage properly. 

“Our top priority remains the care for patients and the care for medical staff. We want that all patients who 
access our services during this period to be safe and to benefit from the best diagnosis and treatment 

conditions. We are ready from the first day the first case of COVID-19 was confirmed, as we were closely 

monitoring the evolution in other countries, and we developed a multi-phase plan so that MedLife staff are 
informed, trained and protected, while patients safely monitored. We constantly come up with solutions, 

support and offer concrete measures for the corporate segment and have the necessary resources to 
overcome this situation”, said Mihai Marcu, President and CEO MedLife. 

Regarding the operational segment, the administrative and support staff, MedLife Medical System 
implemented a Business Continuity Plan, the safety of all employees being a priority. The measures consist 

in dividing the key employees into two teams and avoiding physical interaction between them, but also the 
remote woring, both ensuring a good continuity of the company's activity. Also, all events scheduled at 

group level in the following period have been suspended, and will return to them when exposure in the 
public space will no longer pose a risk to human health. 

MedLife Medical System actively monitors the economic situation in Romania and the possible negative 
implications on its current operations, at present, there being reductions in the activity determined by the 

social distance measures imposed by the public authorities in order to limit the spread of the SARS-CoV-2 

virus. (Coronavirus). Despite the decrease in activity, the company has taken all measures necessary to 
maintain good business continuity in all MedLife clinics and hospitals, having as priority the caring for 

medical staff and front-line colleagues and studying to offset the turmoil by lowering overhead costs on 
the short-term. 

“We assure all shareholders and investors that we closely monitor the current context and the impact that 
this has on our business evolution, keeping a constant and transparent communication with them. We have 

the resources necessary to overcome this sensitive period from a social and economic point of view, the 
primary objective being the safety of patients and medical staff. We are confident that Romania will be 

able to get out of the deadlock and be able to resume its smooth running. We have the full openness to 
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support this national effort to fight the pandemic with the new coronavirus”, said Mihai Marcu, President 
and CEO of MedLife. 

The priority of MedLife Medical System remains the health of patients and employees, fully complying with 
the decisions of the local authorities. 
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